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ABSTRACT 

The Internet can now be accessed almost anywhere by various means, especially through 

mobile devices. These devices allow users to connect to the Internet from anywhere there is a 

wireless network supporting that device’s technology. Services of the Internet, including email 

and the web, may be available. The Internet has also become a large market for companies [1]; 

some of the biggest companies today have grown by taking advantage of the efficient nature of 

low-cost advertising and commerce through the Internet. It is the fastest way to spread 

information to a vast number of people simultaneously. The Internet has also revolutionized 

shopping. For example, a person can order a CD online and receive it in the mail within a couple 

of days, or they can download it directly and have it in a matter of minutes. The Internet has 

also greatly facilitated personalized marketing which allows a company to market a product to a 

specific person or a specific group of people more so than any other advertising medium. 

Examples of personalized marketing include online communities such as MySpace, Facebook, 

and Twitter. The low-cost and nearly instantaneous sharing of ideas, knowledge, and skills has 

made collaborative work much easier. Not only can a group cheaply communicate and share 

ideas, but the wide reach of the Internet allows such groups to easily form in the first place. The 

Internet also allows users to remotely access other computers and information easily, wherever 

they may be located in the world. They may do this with or without the use of security, 

authentication, and encryption technologies, depending on the requirements [2]. This 

encourages new ways of working from home or while on the road. While the Internet is a 

fantastic place to shop, social network, and work from home there is a much darker side to the 

Internet that the average person rarely sees, until it is too late that is. And while they realize 
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their PC may have been infected with malicious software, otherwise known as malware, they 

may have no idea of how it got there and seemingly how easily it installed on their PC in the 

first place. In this paper, I will attempt to explain what malware is as well as its purpose. I will 

then show how simple it can be to become infected and actually download the malware for the 

purpose of reverse engineering. I will walkthrough using tools and techniques needed to 

breakdown malware to demonstrate how it acts on a live system. This will be done within the 

confines of a locked down virtual machine built specifically for this type of analysis. 
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Introduction to Malware 

In short, malware can be defined as any unintended and unsolicited installation of 

software on a system without the user knowing or wanting it [10]. Malware has become the 

greatest external threat to most systems, causing damage and requiring extensive recovery 

efforts within most organizations [3]. Malware is divided into the following major categories: 

 Viruses.  A virus self-replicates by inserting copies of itself into host programs or 

data files. Viruses are often triggered through user interaction, such as opening a 

file or running a program. Viruses can be divided into the following two 

subcategories:  

o Compiled Viruses.  A compiled virus is executed by the operating system. 

Types of compiled viruses include file infector viruses, which attach 

themselves to executable programs; boot sector viruses, which infect the 

master boot records of hard drives; and multipartite viruses, which 

combine the characteristics of file infector and boot sector viruses [3]. 

o Interpreted Viruses.  Interpreted viruses are executed by an application. 

An example of this would be a macro virus. Macro viruses take advantage 

of the capabilities of the applications’ macro programming language to 

infect the application documents as well as the document templates [3].  

 Worms.  A worm is a self-replicating program that usually executes itself without 

user intervention. Worms are divided into two categories: 
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o Network.  A network worm takes advantage of vulnerabilities in a 

network service to propagate itself and infect other systems. 

o Mass Mailing.  A mass mailing worm is similar to an email virus but is 

self-contained, rather than infecting an existing file [3]. 

 Trojan horse.  A Trojan horse is a malicious piece of software that performs an 

evil deed on behalf of an attacker without the user knowing it is there. As the 

name implies, some Trojan horses make their way onto a system embedded 

within another piece of software. Pirated software has been known to contain 

Trojan horses. 

 Blended Attacks.  A blended attack uses multiple infection or transmission 

methods. For example, a blended attack could possibly combine the methods of 

viruses and worms [3]. 

 Tracking Cookies.  A tracking cookie is a persistent cookie that is accessed by 

many web sites, allowing a third party to create a profile of the user’s surfing 

behavior. Tracking cookies are often used in conjunction with web bugs, which 

are tiny graphics on web sites that are within the HTML content of a Web page 

or e-mail. 

 Attacker Tools.  Attacker tools can be delivered to a system and used as part of a 

malware infection or other system compromise. Some popular types include: 

o Backdoors.  A backdoor is a malicious program that listens for commands 

on a specified TCP or UDP port. Most backdoors allow an attacker to 
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perform a specified set of actions on a system, such as acquiring 

passwords or executing commands. 

o Key Loggers.  A key logger monitors and records keystrokes made at a 

keyboard. The keystrokes can be written to a log file which the attacker 

can then use to discern the username and password used for websites, 

important documents, etc. 

o Rootkits.  A rootkit commonly refers to a piece of malicious software that 

hides itself from system administrators in order to perform some sort of 

evil task. A good rootkit will survive reboots and hide processes, files, 

registry entries, and network connections. 

o Browser Helper Object.  A Browser Helper Object (BHO) is designed as a 

plug-in for Microsoft’s Internet Explorer to provide added functionality. 

Attackers create malicious BHO’s that act as spyware. When installed, the 

BHO can monitor all uses of the browser and report this information back 

to the attacker.  

 Attacker Toolkits.  While not necessarily considered malware, many attackers 

use a wide variety of tools in order to monitor and attack systems. Once a 

system has been compromised through malware or some other means, an 

attacker may load a toolkit on the system. The toolkit can aid in further 

compromising the system or be used to attack other systems. The following is a 

list of programs that may be found in an attacker toolkit [3]: 
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o Packet Sniffer.  Sniffers are designed to monitor network traffic on a 

wired or wireless interface. They can typically be used to decode 

communications and steal data. 

o Port Scanner.  A port scanner scans remote systems to determine which 

ports are open. This is a way to determine potential targets. 

o Vulnerability Scanner.  A vulnerability scanner is a program that looks for 

vulnerabilities on either local or remote systems. This is also another way 

to identify potential targets. 

o Password Cracker.  A password cracker is generally used to crack 

operating system or application passwords using the brute force 

technique. By doing this, an attacker can gain root or administrator 

privileges.  

o Remote Login Programs.  A remote login program is typically used by a 

system administrator to log in and have full control of another system 

while working remotely. An attacker could abuse this method and use a 

remote login client to control compromised systems and transfer data 

back and forth between them.  

 

History of Malware 

Now that we have an idea of what malware is, I would like to take a step back and look 

at the history of malware. The idea of a computer virus first came about in the early days of 
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computing. The earliest viruses were created simply just as benign pranks. Malicious viruses did 

not come about until the early 80’s. The first worms, created in the 1970s, were also benign 

and intended to aid administrators with system maintenance. Malware became common 

during the 1980s with the most common form being compiled viruses, specifically boot sector 

viruses. In 1988, the Morris work was released, disrupting thousands of networked computers. 

Trojan horses also begin to surface in the mid-1980s [3].  

During the early 1990s, the malware situation remained the same with compiled viruses 

continuing to the most common form of malicious code. However, toward the end of the 

1990s, several important changes in computing allowed new opportunities for malware. The 

first factor was that the number of personal computers increased greatly. In addition, the use of 

e-mail and software with macro languages such as word processors and spreadsheets became 

widespread. Virus writers began creating viruses and spreading them through e-mail, as well as 

creating self-contained worms with similar capabilities. Two malware attacks, the Melissa virus 

(1999) and the LoveLetter worm (2000), each affected millions of systems. Trojan horse and 

RAT (Remote Access Trojan) combinations, such as BackOrifice and NetBus, also became 

popular in the late 1990s [3]. 

Since 2000, worms have been the most common form of malware. Worms are often 

favored by virus writers because they can spread very quickly. Boot sector viruses have become 

a thing of the past because of the declining usage of the floppy disk. In 2001, the first major 

blended attack, Nimda, was released causing a large disruption. Nimda had characteristics of 
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viruses, worms, and malicious mobile code. It was so effective at the time because, unlike other 

malware, it used five different infection methods: 

 via email 

 via network shares 

 via browsing of compromised web sites 

 exploitation of various Microsoft IIS 4.0/5.0 directory traversal vulnerabilities 

 via back doors left behind by the Code Red II and sadmind/IIS worms 

Recently, mobile code attacks have become more common, mainly because of the prevalence 

of web browsers and HTML-based e-mail. Another trend is that more instances of malware, 

including worms, Trojan horses, and malicious mobile code, deliver attacker tools, such as 

rootkits, keyloggers, and backdoors, to infected systems [3]. 

 

Malware Capture Methods 

There are a few different ways to get a hold of malware if you plan to do analysis. The 

first and easiest is to simply use the Internet to track down websites that contain live samples. 

http://www.offensivecomputing.net is one of the more well known sites that contain live 

samples of malware [4]. Simply register for a free account and you can begin studying the 

malware posted there. There are also a handful of sites just like the one mentioned that serve 

the same purpose. Also, there are many underground hacking sites full of users who are willing 

to trade malware. This would be another option. Another way of potentially collecting malware 

http://www.offensivecomputing.net/
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is to “spam yourself.” Sign up for multiple email addresses through Yahoo!, Gmail, Hotmail, or 

any of your liking and you are likely to fall into the claws of a spammer.  

The most in depth method of collecting malware is to utilize honeypots. Honeypots are 

unique in that they don’t solve a particular security problem. Instead, they are highly flexible 

tools with many different information security supplications [5]. This contrasts with 

technologies such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems, which are easier to define as 

they solve specific problems. Firewalls are a prevention technology; they are host or network 

solutions which keep attackers out. IDSs are a detection technology; an IDS serves the purpose 

if detecting and alerting security professionals of malicious activity. Honeypots are harder to 

define because they can be involved in aspects of prevention, detection, information gathering, 

and much more. The Honeypot mail list developed the definition of a honeypot and it as 

follows: 

“A honeypot is an information system resource whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit 

use of that resource” [5] 

As the Honeypot mail list says, “The definition was difficult to develop, as honeypots can come 

in so many different shapes and sizes. As a result, the definition is very broad in scope, as it has 

to cover many different applications of honeypots. The definition of a honeypot does not 

indicate how a honeypot works nor what its purpose is. Instead, its definition refers to how a 

honeypot generates its value” [5]. Simply put, honeypots are a technology whose value 

depends on the bad guys interacting with it. All honeypots work on the same concept: Nobody 
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should be using or interacting with them. Any transactions or interaction with a honeypot are 

by definition unauthorized. 

 It should be noted that honeypots do not replace other traditional security systems; 

they are just an additional layer to overall security of the network. Honeypots can be setup 

externally, internally, in the DMZ, or even in all of the locations. Figure 1 shows a honeypot 

setup in all three locations: 

 

Figure 1. [13] Honeypot topology 

Again, the above setup is just an example and can be scaled to fit the requirements of the 

network. Honeypots are similar to an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) but with a focus on 

gathering information as well as deception. 

 

Malware Analysis 

 Once you have a piece of malware that you want to analyze, the first question you 

should ask yourself is, “Where will the analysis be done?” The answer that usually comes to 
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mind is VMware. VMware allows for the simulation of multiple computers running 

simultaneously on a single physical system [6]. There are several advantages to adopting this 

route for malware analysis, compared to building a full blown lab made of up physical 

infrastructure components: 

 It is very beneficial to have multiple systems running so malware can interact with 

components of the simulated network. With VMware, it’s possible to build a multi-

component lab without needing multiple machines. 

 A great feature of VMware is its ability to take s snapshot of the system’s state before 

infecting it and talking periodic snapshots throughout the analysis to save time. This 

allows for an easy means of reverting back to the desired system state almost instantly.  

 VMware’s host-only networking option is convenient for connecting virtual systems 

using a simulated network without additional hardware. The host-only network allows 

any virtual system to see all traffic on the simulated network when listening in 

promiscuous mode. This makes monitoring the specimen’s network interactions easy. 

Preparing a VMware-based analysis lab is relatively simple. You need a system with plenty 

of RAM and disk space that will act as the physical host. You also need the necessary software: 

VMware Workstation (not free but you can use free of charge for 30 days) and the installation 

media for the OS you want to run the analysis on. The specifications of the machine I’m using 

are 3 GHz processor, 2GB of RAM and a 320GB hard disk. The OS used by the virtual machine 

will be a fully patched Windows XP SP3. I’ve allocated 512MB of ram and 15GB to the virtual 

OS, which is plenty for this analysis.  
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Now that the virtual machine has been created, the necessary tools will need to be added 

for the analysis phase. It’s worth noting that not all of these tools will be used but worth having 

as some have features that others do not. These are ones that I have worked with and have a 

good handle on what benefits they provide. Feel free to add any tools that you feel will assist 

best in the analysis. Below is a list of tools I chose and a brief description of what they do: 

 Tcpview – shows detailed listing of all TCP and UDP endpoints on the system, 

including the owning process name, remote address and state of TCP connections 

 Process Explorer – Shows detailed information about a process including its icon, 

command-line, full image path, memory statistics, user account, security attributes, 

and more 

 Psfile – Shows a list of files on a system that are opened remotely 

 HookExplorer – Designed to scan a process looking for IAT or detours style hooks 

 PEiD – The PE format is a structure that contains the necessary information for the 

Windows OS loader to manage the wrapped executable code. PEiD can detect most 

of the common packers and compilers for the PE file 

 RegShot – Allows you to take a snapshot of the system registry then compare it 

against a second one – done after system changes or installing a new product 

 InstallRite – Allows you to see all changes during a software installation process 

 Upx – High-performance executable packer 

 GMER – Rootkit detector and remover 

 OllyDBG – 32-bit level analyzing debugger 

 IDA Pro – Multi-processor disassemble and debugger 
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 FileInsight – Integrated tool environment for web site and file analysis 

 Malcode Analyst Pack – A series of utilities that assist in doing malcode analysis 

 SysAnalyzer – Automated malcode run time analysis application that monitors 

various aspects of system and process states 

 Wireshark – Packet sniffer 

 ProcNetMonitor – Tool that monitors network activity of all running processes in the 

system 

 FileAlyzer – Allows basic analysis of files, showing file properties and file contents in 

hex dump form. Is also able to interpret common file structures like text, graphics, 

HTML, media, and PE 

Now that we have the virtual machine built and malware analysis tools installed, we 

need to take a look at and address two concerns when using VMware to analyze malware. The 

first concern being since the virtual machine runs on the host, there is a chance of cross 

contamination. In order to minimize the chances of our host being infected, three setting 

changes to contain malware to the virtual machine are made. The first change is to set 

VMware’s virtual network adapter to Host-only. Host-only networking provides a network 

connection between the virtual machine and the host computer. This will be useful in isolating 

the malware to our virtual machine. The second setting change is to disable Shared Folders. 

Shared folders allow the virtual machine and host computer to easily share files amongst one 

another. By disabling this feature, malware will not be able to spread via open shares. The third 

and final setting change is to disable Guest Isolation. By having Guest isolation enabled, it will 

allow dragging and dropping as well as copying and pasting between the virtual machine and 
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host computer. This will be disabled to prevent any possibility of malware spreading via these 

means. Refer to Figure 1 below to see how to set this up. 

 

Figure 2. VMware Lockdown Screenshot 

As another precaution, it is recommended to assign an invalid IP address to the virtual machine. 

This precaution will protect the host system from becoming infected while allowing network 

activity to be monitored. To set an invalid IP address, go to Network Connections  right-click 

on VMware Network Adapter VMnet1 and select Properties. Highlight Internet Protocol 

(TCP/IP) and select Properties. Select Use the following IP address radio button and enter in an 

invalid IP address. See Figure 3 below for details: 
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Figure 3. Invalid IP address assigned 

 The second concern to address is that of VMware detection technologies. Attackers are 

always looking for ways to detect VMware and other virtualization technologies. By utilizing 

virtualization detecting techniques, attackers can create malware that impossible to reverse 

engineer within a virtual machine. This means that the malware would need to be reverse 

engineered on a live system, increasing the chances of an outbreak. Below are tools that a 

hacker can integrate into their malware to detect whether or not virtualization is being used 

and essentially render malware analysis in a virtual environment impossible: 

 redPill – Stored Interrupt Descriptor Table (SIDT) command retrieves the Interrupt 

Descriptor Table (IDT) address and analyzes the address to determine whether VMware 

is used 

 Scoopy – Builds on SIDT/IDT technique of redPill by checking the Global Descriptor Table 

(GDT) and the Local Descriptor Table (LDT) address to verify the results of redPill 
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 Doo – Included with Scoopy tool, it checks for clues in the registry keys, drivers, and 

other differences between the VMware hardware and real hardware 

 Jerry – Some of the normal x86 instruction set is overridden by VMware and slight 

differences can be detected by checking the expected result of normal instruction with 

the actual result 

 VmDetect – VirtualPC introduces instructions to the x86 instruction set. VMware uses 

existing instructions that are privileged. VmDetect uses techniques to see if either of 

these situations exists. This is the most effective method. Here is what happens when 

VmDetect is run inside the virtual machine I just setup: 

 

Figure 4. VmDetect Screenshot 1 

An attacker could create a VmDetect module for their malware to nullify any chance of it 

being reverse engineered within a virtual machine. Once the malware executes on the 

system, the module determines that it’s running inside a virtual machine and stops the 

malware from executing any further, making it impossible for live analysis to take place. 

Fortunately, there are undocumented features in VMware that are effective at eliminating 
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the most commonly used signatures of a virtual environment. I added the following lines to 

the .vmx file of my halted virtual machine [7]: 

 

Figure 5. Lines added to .vmx file 

Figure 6 now shows VmDetect not detecting the presence of a virtual machine: 

 

Figure 6. VmDetect Screenshot 2 

To any piece of malware, it would appear as if it were running on a normal PC without some 

kind of virtualization technology. While adding the above lines to the .vmx file of a virtual 

machine are effective at neutralizing the virtual detection techniques mentioned above, take 

note that by doing this, it will break some of the functionality of the virtual machine such 
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VMware Tools, drag and drop, file sharing, clipboard, and more. Since these settings are not 

documented by VMware, it is important to use at your own risk. 

 The virtual machine is now built and customized to handle malware analysis. The 

malware analysis tools have also been installed. Before starting the analysis, a snapshot of the 

virtual machine is taken so that we can revert back to a clean state at any time during the 

analysis. With the VMware virtual machine running, click VM  Snapshot  Take Snapshot… 

and a clean snapshot is taken. We can now start the analysis phase. 

 For the first phase, we will do a static analysis of the binary. Static analysis is generally 

safer than dynamic analysis because the code isn’t actually running. There is no need to worry 

about it deleting files, calling its command and control center, or stealing data. Usually, the only 

risk involved in static analysis is the risk of accidentally running the malware. To aid in obtaining 

a piece a malware to analyze, I went to http://www.malwareurl.com. This website is dedicated 

to fighting malware and other web related threats [8]. I was able to find a malicious link and 

upon clicking on it, I was offered a piece of malware: 

 

Figure 7. Malware Screenshot 

http://www.malwareurl.com/
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I saved the file and wanted to know what I was dealing with. I submitted it to 

http://www.virustotal.com, which is malware analysis website that offers free virus scan services, for 

further analysis [9]. Figure 8 shows the results: 

 

Figure 8. VirusTotal Screenshot 

By the looks of it, it appears we are dealing with the Koobface worm. Koobface is a 

computer worm that targets the users of social networking sites Facebook, MySpace, hi5, Bebo, 

Friendster, and Twitter. Upon infection, it attempts to gather sensitive information from the 

victims such as passwords to banking sites. Once the attacker gets the login information, they 

can then login to the account just as if they were the user and have full access to all the 

information, including credit card numbers. 

http://www.virustotal.com/
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 I wanted to determine what type of file it was. I used FileAlyzer to determine that it was 

compressed and packed with UPX: 

 

Figure 9. UPX Screenshot 

UPX is one of the most common packers used by malware authors today. It achieves an 

excellent compression ratio and offers very fast decompression. Rarely does an antivirus 

product detect the packer until it is too late. Now that the file is decompressed, we can 

continue the analysis. 

To get a better idea of what this piece of malware is going to do once executed, I’ll run it 

through PE Explorer Disassembler. Below are some ideas of what may happen once the binary 

is executed: 

 There will be network activity 

 

Figure 10. PE Explorer Screenshot 1 
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WININET.dll is a module that contains Internet-related functions used by Windows applications. 

InternetSetCookie is a function that creates a cookie associated with a specified URL. 

 There is file activity (writing and deleting) 

 

Figure 11. PE Explorer Screenshot 2 

 System time check and sleep for undefined period 

 

Figure 12. PE Explorer Screenshot 3 

 Creation of a mutex to ensure only one copy of the worm runs at a time 

 

Figure 13. PE Explorer Screenshot 4 

The above observations are just assumptions and quite vague at that, but we at least 

have some idea of what to expect. We will not fully know what this piece of malware intends to 
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do until it can be put through dynamic or live analysis. During the live analysis phase, we can 

expect malicious network activity, malicious files being created and deleted, system down time 

or sleeping, and mutex creation. Since we are now going to execute the live binary, we can feel 

safer knowing that we took the proper steps to thwart cross contamination. During this phase, 

we will also be using VMware’s snapshot capability. Since we will be executing the malware 

numerous times to monitor its actions using various tools, we will need to revert back to a clean 

state. 

 Before executing the binary, we will take a snapshot of the registry with Regshot: 

 

Figure 14. Regshot Screenshot 

 After executing the binary, we will take another snapshot of the registry by clicking on 

the 2nd shot button then compare both snapshots by clicking the cOmpare button. The results 

appear after the compare is done: 
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Figure 15. Regshot Results 

Regshot now shows what values were added and modified as well as the amount of total 

changes made to the registry. From here we see that the binary will place an entry in the 

registry HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run. The key name sysldtray 

points to the file C:\WINDOWS\ld14.exe. This will ensure that the malware will survive reboots 

because everything placed in this registry location will run automatically when the PC is 

rebooted. 

 As we move further into the analysis, we will turn to Process Monitor which is a tool 

that is very useful in examining running processes on a system. By utilizing this tool, we can see 

if our malware spawns other processes. While going through the logs, we come across 

something interesting: 
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Figure 16. Process Monitor in action 

A batch file called dxxdv34567.bat appears to be created, executed, and then closed. The 

unconventional name chosen for this file should be enough to throw up a red flag as to whether 

or not it is legitimate. A search of the system for this file turns up nothing, meaning it is likely 

hidden. A quick Google search confirms this is the Koobface worm: 

 

Figure 17. Google Search Results 
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Lastly, to determine what network activity, if any, is taking place, we’ll run Wireshark to capture 

and review the network traffic and use SysAnalyzer to see what DNS requests have been made. 

In the first few seconds of sniffing packets with Wireshark, we see suspicious traffic: 

 

Figure 18. Wireshark in action 

A Whois lookup of both Source IP addresses determines that the traffic is coming from 

Luxembourg and France. It is a good possibility that these IP addresses are the command and 

control center for this particular piece of malware. Also take note of the high port numbers 

being used. Worms are notorious for generating traffic on higher, lesser known, random port 

numbers. SysAnalyzer will show what DNS requests have been made: 

 

Figure 19. SysAnalyzer showing DNS requests 
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Incidentally, navigate to any of the above sites and you will receive the following warning: 

 

Figure 20. Mozilla Firefox reporting an Attack Site 

Koobface is likely trying to connect to any one of these sites to download exploits to continue 

its attack. 

 I would like to walkthrough the analysis of one more piece of malware to get a good feel 

for the tools being used. Most of these tools can be used in the everyday use of computers so it 

should be important to have an understanding of how they work. First, we will navigate back to 

http://www.malwareurl.com to find a malicious link. Upon clicking on the link, we get the 

following offering: 

 

Figure 21. Malware being offered 

http://www.malwareurl.com/
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This is then saved to the desktop for analysis. Using PE Explorer, we want to determine if this 

file has been packed. Below, Figure 22 confirms that it is not: 

 

Figure 22. File not UPX-packed 

Going back to PE Explorer, let’s see if we can determine what this file may do once executed. 

From our analysis in the screenshot in Figure 23 below, we can expect to files created, read, 

and written to: 

 

Figure 23. PE Explorer screenshot 1 

We can also expect this piece of malware to make changes to the registry as shown below in 

Figure 24: 

 

Figure 24. PE Explorer screenshot 2 
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Since we have very little information on what to expect, we’ll turn to live analysis. To record the 

entire installation, a program called InstallRite will be used. InstallRite records every step of the 

installation process. It will tell you exactly what files were created, modified, and deleted as 

well as doing the same for the registry. Before installing, InstallRite will create a snapshot of the 

current system state. Figure 25 shows InstallRite just before snapshot creation and Figure 26 

shows the process in action:  

 

Figure 25. InstallRite just before snapshot creation 
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Figure 26. InstallRite creating a system snapshot 

We can now install the questionable executable. Figures 27 and 28 document this process: 
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Figure 27. Selecting option to install executable 
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Figure 28. Installation process of questionable executable 

The first warning flag is raised during the installation process. As you can see above in Figure 

28, make note of the different language being used.  

As soon as the installation process finishes, we begin to see a popup of what appears to be 

“Registry Doktor 2009” scanning our PC: 
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Figure 29. Registry Doktor 2009 scanning 

The scan finishes and warns that errors were found: 

 

Figure 30. Registry Doktor 2009 error warning 
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Upon clicking on any of the buttons in Figure 30, we are redirected to the Registry Doktor 2009 

activation page in Figure 31 where we are told we can enter a credit card number to purchase 

Registry Doktor 2009. Once Registry Doktor 2009 is purchased, it will then fix the error 

messages: 

 

Figure 31. Registry Doktor 2009 registration page 

By now it should be obvious that rogueware has been installed. Rogueware is typically thought 

of as fake antivirus or antispyware that attempts to trick users into purchasing the product to 

remove nonexistent threats. Essentially, users are being scammed and losing money as well as 

having their credit card number stolen when entered into the rogueware’s website. 
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Using InstallRite, we can see what changes are made when this rogueware is installed: 

 

Figure 32. InstallRite showing changes made by the Rogueware 

We can then use Process Explorer to kill any malicious processes created by Registry Doktor 

2009: 

 

Figure 33. Process Monitor showing malicious process 

SpyDLLRemover will show us any malicious DLL’s left behind by Registry Doktor 2009: 
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Figure 34. SpyDLLRemover showing a malicious DLL 

TCPView shows no network activity present once the rogueware installed. This is a good sign as 

we can be confident our PC is not being controlled by an attacker: 
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Figure 35. TCPView showing no network activity 

Once the malicious processes and DLL’s are removed, we can then begin the process of 

manually removing any changes made to the registry by Registry Doktor 2009. While it can be a 

painful process to parse the registry, it is often necessary to ensure complete removal of the 

rogueware. 

 

Conclusion 

 The Internet is generally thought to be a fantastic cyber environment to be a part of. It 

allows people to stay in touch when separated by large distances. It can be accessed almost 

anywhere, any time. Anyone with access can stay in touch with friends and family via social 

networking sites like Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter. The Internet also provides an endless 

supply of knowledge helping young children to adults learn about whatever interests them. 

From a business standpoint, the Internet allows for greater flexibility in working hours and 

location, especially with high-speed connections. Users can work from home or a coffee shop or 

even check emails while on vacation. Unfortunately, there is a darker side to the Internet, one 

that most users don’t see until it is too late. Virus infections are becoming an increasing 

problem. Backdoor Trojans are infecting user PCs and stealing personal information such as 

credit card numbers and passwords, which could lead to identity theft. The focus of this paper 

was mainly on the reverse engineering aspect, to show exactly what a piece of malware can do 

before and after it was run on a live system. Unfortunately, this happens to many thousands of 

users on a daily basis without them knowing. The best way to combat malware is to never 
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connect your PC to the Internet in the first place but if you do ensure you have a good antivirus 

/ anti-malware client with up-to-date virus definitions. It is also a good idea to have a router 

with firewall capability so that you can filter the bad traffic away from your network. Should 

you do online banking, it is best to use a separate PC that only connects to the Internet for this 

purpose. Once finished, unplug it from the Internet so as not to expose it to any further risks. 

And most importantly, keep all PCs up to date with the latest patches. These are not sure fire 

ways to keep your system clean and in fact there is no complete or perfect solution. But by 

taking the proper precautions, you will more than likely be able to enjoy all the Internet has to 

offer. 
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Appendix 

TCPView  www.sysinternals.com 

Process Explorer www.sysinternals.com 

Psfile   www.sysinternals.com 

HookExplorer  http://labs.idefense.com/files/labs/releases/previews/hookexplorer 

PEiD   www.peid.info 

RegShot  http://sourceforge.net/projects/regshot/ 

InstallRite  http://www.epsilonsquared.com/installrite.htm 

UPX   http://upx.sourceforge.net/ 

GMER   http://www.gmer.net/ 

OllyDBG  http://www.ollydbg.de/ 

IDA Pro   http://www.hex-rays.com/idapro/ 

FileInsight http://www.avertlabs.com/research/blog/index.php/2009/09/10/new-version-
of-mcafee-fileinsight/ 

Malcode Pack     http://labs.idefense.com/software/malode.php#more_malcode+analysis+pack 

SysAnalyzer  http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php 

Wireshark http://www.wireshark.org/ 

ProcNetMonitor http://securityxploded.com/procnetmonitor.php 

FileAlyzer http://www.safer-networking.org/en/filealyzer/index.html 

Google Search www.google.com 

Whois Lookup http://cqcounter.com/whois/ 

VmDetect http://www.codeproject.com/KB/system/VmDetect.aspx 

Scoopy http://www.trapkit.de/research/vmm/scoopydoo/index.html 

Red Pill http://www.invisiblethings.org/papers/redpill.html 

PE Explorer http://www.heaventools.com/overview.htm 

SpyDLLRemover http://securityxploded.com/spydllremover.php 
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